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INT. APOCALYPTIC CHICAGO SEWER SYSTEM - THE TUNNELS - DAY

The tunnels are silent. The walls and the water are barely

distinguishable in the gloom.

From around the corner, a cone of light casts along the

walls, scattering across bricks and radioactive moss.

IGOR, 40, an insecure, hunch-backed sewer explorer,

navigates waist deep sludge with a light strapped onto his

forehead.

VICTOR, 67- frail, proud, and in a patchwork hazmat suit-

gains ground on Igor, trudging with a commanding air.

With each laborious step, Victor sweeps a fine-meshed

butterfly catcher in long, slow arcs across the sludge’s

surface.

Victor rummages through the muddy collection in his net,

throwing away debris.

Victor pauses. With care, he drags out a single, wiry, pubic

hair from the muck.

VICTOR

Igor! Come quick! I found a blonde!

Igor begins a frantic splashing towards his protector.

IGOR

Oh, father! How grand!

Victor snaps his attention away from the pube.

VICTOR

Fool! What did I saw about calling

me that?

Igor cringes.

IGOR

I’m sorry, master.

Igor’s father-figure has already forgotten the slight and

fished out a vial from a pocket.

Holding the hair between two fingers, he slowly slides it

into the glass tube.

Complete, the tube gleams in the light of their collective

headlights.
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VICTOR

You’ll see, Igor. Now I’ll finally

have a family.

Igor’s spinal bend deepens as he bows.

VICTOR

I know this hair will change

everything.

INT. APOCALYPTIC CHICAGO SEWER SYSTEM - THE TUNNELS - DUSK

Victor leads the way through a series of tunnels.

Behind the alpha sewer dweller, Igor limps into filtered

sunlight from an overhead hatch. He looks up, transfixed.

VICTOR

Fool! Stay away from the light. The

Jackals might spot us.

IGOR

Yes, master.

Igor looks around.

IGOR

I do not hear The Jackals, master.

VICTOR

Hush!

Victor uses gloved hands to pat through oddly colored, fuzzy

mosses, looking for something.

He stops, looks upward in thought, then presses precisely.

A series of clicks and the screech of a bolt sliding across

metal echoes through the tunnels.

Victor pushes in, disappearing through the moss. Igor

follows.

Behind the pair, camouflaged, a pair of lenses flash red,

mirroring the dim light.
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INT. APOCALYPTIC CHICAGO SEWER SYSTEM - VICTOR’S LAB - DUSK

Victor and Igor emerge into a re-purposed sewage treatment

area.

Cleaned and in his under-suit, Igor follows his protector

through the space filled with an odd combination of

household cooking appliances and ancient industrial factory

equipment.

Igor turns his head at a bubbling sound. One of Victor’s

failed experiments is beginning to ferment.

Trapped in a vat that extends into a darkness Igor cannot

peer through, large, white eyes stare back at Igor. Limbs

twisted together, warped and inhuman, long black hair frames

the violent dent in her skull.

At her side, another failure bobs in green embalming

fluid.An eyeless head open in a perpetual scream sits atop

an Adonis.

Igor moves away from the pair and passes the final reminder

to not disappoint Victor.

Igor’s goddess gently drifts within a vat, highlighted by

the lab’s dim lighting. She does not have the same cranial

wounds the others do. Her drowning did not mar her body.

Victor breaks Igor’s reverie.

VICTOR

Quick, fool! Place the sample in

The Extractor!

Victor blindly hands Igor the sample.

IGOR

At once, fa-- master.

Igor scrambles up a series of ladders and clambers onto a

precarious platform.

He teeters dangerously.

VICTOR

Careful, you fool!

IGOR

Yes, master.

Igor sighs and takes the hair out. With his gourd, he washes

the hair.
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He holds it above the vat before dropping it in.

He releases it, and it drifts down. It touches the fluid’s

surface.

It dissolves.

INT. APOCALYPTIC CHICAGO SEWER SYSTEM - IGOR’S DREAM - NIGHT

Igor dreams of his goddess.

Her skin oozes green droplets but her face is alive. Too

alive.

Eyes too wide and her gaping mouth revealing too many teeth.

Her hand is on his. Other hands, monster hands whose arms

disappear into the dark behind her, are at her throat.

She is dying. And so is he.

INT. APOCALYPTIC CHICAGO SEWER SYSTEM - VICTOR’S LAB - DAWN

Victor is not happy.

VICTOR

Igor! Igor, you fool! What have you

done?!

Igor’s eyes spring open.

VICTOR

Come down here, you fool!

Igor scrambles from his perch and arrives at Victor’s side.

He is smacked deftly across the head, and is sent sprawling

to the floor.

Igor pulls himself back up furtively. He crawls towards a

bubbling vat of blue liquid.

An ethereal figure slowly floats towards the surface of the

container.

Igor, transfixed, watches golden hair swirl around full,

round cheeks. Moving his eyes lower, Igor takes in a pale

chest, then a hip, and finally a groin.

Igor jolts.

The new being is male.
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Victor grabs Igor by his scruff and yells in his face.

VICTOR

A male! How can I have a family

with a male?!

Enraged, Victor grabs the first implement he can find. A

hammer.

He raises it above his head.

Igor’s eyes flash towards the failed experiments.

VICTOR

This thing is useless to me.

The being opens his eyes.

They are a dazzling, innocent blue. Shocked, Victor and Igor

freeze.

Igor breaks the spell and grabs the hammer from Victor.

THE NEWCOMER slowly opens his mouth, staring at Igor.

THE NEWCOMER

Fool...

Victor chuckles. He relaxes further. Igor tosses the hammer

away.

The older man bursts out laughing. He plunges both arms into

the fluid and drags the newcomer out by the waist. He

struggles to support the newcomer’s adult bulk.

Once stabilized, Victor initiates an awkward twirl, the

young man cradled in his arms.

Igor watches the two dance with dismay, sorrow, and

heartbreak.

The dancing pair pauses. Victor gently appraises the

newcomer.

VICTOR

I’ll call you...Frank.
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INT. APOCALYPTIC CHICAGO SEWER SYSTEM - VICTOR’S LAB - DAWN

Igor wakes up to Frank playing with the hammer.

Victor whistles behind Frank, completing his morning

experiments.

Frank turns to Victor with a questioning look and raises the

hammer.

VICTOR

That is a hammer. It is tool.

FRANK

Tool...?

VICTOR

Yes, it’s used to create new

things. Like you, I created you

using a lot tools.

The older man waves around himself at the lab in general.

VICTOR

Frank is learning so quickly, Igor.

Much faster than you when you were

created.

Frank beams towards Igor.

FRANK

Tool!

IGOR

(whispers)

Weapon.

Frank comes closer to Igor’s perch.

IGOR

(whispers)

Sometimes it’s a weapon.

Frank struggles with the new word.

FRANK

...weapon?

IGOR

Yes. Weapons destroy what tools

create.

Both Frank and Igor look at Victor.
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INT. APOCALYPTIC CHICAGO SEWER SYSTEM - VICTOR’S LAB - DAY

The lab is filled with the bubbling and clanking of kitchen

appliances and lab instruments.

Igor and Frank are unsupervised, tasked with mixing a

concoction for Victor.

Victor is in the corner extracting rat hairs.

Frank shows a bottle with a warning label to Igor. Igor

pauses before smiling.

IGOR

Exactly, that’s the right

ingredient.

FRANK

Ingredient?

IGOR

It’s a part to create something

new.

Frank digests this information before pouring the

ingredient. They mixture bubbles.

Suddenly, they are both immersed in a cloud of purple smoke.

INT. APOCALYPTIC CHICAGO SEWER SYSTEM - IGOR’S DREAM - NIGHT

Igor struggles in an ocean with waves of golden reeds. They

twist and turn around his wrists and ankles. They are

dragging him down.

Disembodied blue eyes part the reeds around him. They make a

path to the surface. From the opening, he sees sunlight

filter through.

INT. APOCALYPTIC CHICAGO SEWER SYSTEM - VICTOR’S LAB - DAWN

A purple hand passes through cage bars to prod Igor’s

sleeping face. A purple finger pokes his cheek once, then

twice more in quick succession.

Igor’s eyes open. His meet Frank’s blue.

Frank has a peace offering, a piece of meat. He offers it to

Igor who grabs it immediately through the bars.

While Igor is eating, Frank holds up an abused 1931

Frankenstein film poster which Igor recognizes immediately.
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IGOR

That’s mine!

Frank dodges Igor’s hands. He points to the background of

the poster, a landscape with a painted sun and tree.

IGOR

That is outside.

FRANK

Outside?

Igor points up towards the top of his cage.

IGOR

Past this lab. There is a sky. And

wind.

And Jackals.

FRANK

I see?

IGOR

No. It’s not sa-

An idea blooms.

IGOR

Yes! I’ll show you outside.

Tonight.

Frank smiles.

FRANK

Tonight.

INT. APOCALYPTIC CHICAGO SEWER SYSTEM - THE TUNNELS - NIGHT

Igor shuts the portal to the lab, cutting short the echoes

of Victor’s snoring.

Frank stands ahead, ankle deep in sludge. He grimaces at his

boots.

The two slosh their way down the tunnel, Igor limping ahead.

IGOR

Hurry!

Frank stops to look at a rat. He bends down towards the

creature to touch it.
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Igor pulls Frank away before the rat has a chance to bite.

For a moment, Frank looks, astonished, at Igor.

They continue towards a new tunnel.

INT. APOCALYPTIC CHICAGO SEWER SYSTEM - THE TUNNELS - NIGHT

Franks looks around in disgust.

FRANK

Outside is not...beautiful.

Igor snorts.

IGOR

Nothing in this world is beautiful.

FRANK

I...beautiful.

Igor pivots back to Frank.

IGOR

Who told you that?

Frank gives Igor a look.

They hear a noise down the tunnel. A gruesome mixture of

distorted bodies trudging through the waters and laughing.

IGOR

(a frantic whisper)

Go!

They weave through the tunnels. They turn a corner.

VICTOR

Igor.

INT. APOCALYPTIC CHICAGO SEWER SYSTEM - THE TUNNELS - NIGHT

Victor, red, furious, and with his hammer, blocks their way.

Igor turns to run but encounters THE JACKALS: black toothed,

raving men and women with red tinted goggles and rubber

protective gear.

VICTOR

Frank...come here.
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Frank takes Victor’s extended hand. The older man slowly

backs away.

IGOR

Father...

VICTOR

I told you not to call me that!

The Jackals leap towards the trio.

VICTOR

Take him!

Series of shots:

Victor pushes Igor towards the Jackal crowd and turns tail

with his new, sole companion in tow.

The Jackals descend on Igor, who falls beneath the surface

of the muck.

Frank looks back.

The Jackals raise their weapons.

Igor surfaces from the muck. He looks desperately after his

creator as the Jackals converge on him.

The two creations lock gazes.

Franks whirls around, he grabs Victor’s body and uses his

momentum to push his elder backwards.

Victor tumbles past Igor and into the crowd of mutants.

Amidst the older man’s screams, Frank grabs Igor’s collar

and drags him forward.

They run. Victor’s screams mix with The Jackals’s laughs.

INT. APOCALYPTIC CHICAGO SEWER SYSTEM - THE TUNNELS - DAWN

Frank slows down. The only sound left is the ambient

digestive noises of the sewer.

Igor’s light goes out. Then Frank’s. They do not react and

keep marching forward in total gloom.

IGOR

Why did you do that?

Frank continues on.
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IGOR

What did you do?!

The tunnels become more and more bright. Almost blinding.

They reach the light source: an open hatch. Light pours into

the tunnel.

Frank walks to the center of the illuminated circle. He

basks.

Fully immersed in light, Frank hops up and grips the edges

of the opening.

He pulls himself up and disappears from the tunnels.

Igor, alone, in the shadows, looks around, anxious.

Quiet and gloom outside the circle of light.

Frank’s head reappears in the tunnel, haloed by the sun. He

smiles for the first time.

FRANK

Outside.

Frank extends his hand towards Igor.

Igor pauses, looks away, and begins to walk back into the

darkness.

FRANK

(with fondness)

Fool...

Igor shakes himself and turns back to the sunlight. He

reaches up towards Frank, and together they bring themselves

up.

They both disappear outside.

A bird’s song echoes in the tunnel.

The light pours in.

FADE TO BLACK


